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Sharpenhoe, the common name of the Charles H. Norton House, is a two and
one half storjr Georgian Revival building. Located in Plainville, Connecticut,
the brick structure was built in 1922, but the names of the architect and
builder are unknown. Attached to the main block is a one story wing that
contains a garage and a utility room. Another one story wing is located
at the back or'south side of the house. This wing functions as an enclosed
porch. Features of the main block are: dormer windows, a large double end
chimney on the east and a single chimney on the west, a Palladian style
entrance, and a semicircular arched window in the middle of the front eleva
tion. Although the house is a nice example of the Georgian Revival style,
and is very well landscaped, the building itself does not appear to be of
major architectural significance.
Charles Norton was born in Plainville and lived there until he was
approximately 45. After spending the next 33 years living in Providence,
Rhode Island, Detroit, Michigan, and Worcester, Massachusetts, he returned
to Plainville and built Sharpenhoe. He lived there from 1922 until his
death in 1942. After Norton died the family continued to occupy the house
until approximately 1958.
The integrity of Sharpenhoe is whole. No significant changes have been
made to either the exterior or to the interior since the Norton period.
There are no intrusions.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

In an often quoted statement Alfred North. Whltehead once wrote that the
greatest invention of the 19th century^ was the method of invention itself.
Charles Hotchkiss Norton, the inventor of new types of heavy duty precision
grinding machines, was among the many inventors who help document Whitehead's
philosophical observation. Largely self taught Norton is a witness to the
classic tradition of "cut and paste" invention. By the time of his death his
grinding machines had made contributions to the entire spectrum of industry
and manufacturing.
LIFE
Charles Hotchkiss Norton, machinist and inventor, was bom November 23, 1851,
in Plainville, Connecticut. His father, a cabinet maker, worked in a local
clock dial factory. After attending local schools the young Charles went to
work at the age of fifteen for the Seth Thomas Clock Company as a chore boy.
Norton worked for Seth Thomas from 1866 to 1886 during which time he rose
from chore boy to manager of the department making tower clocks. By the
time he was 35 Norton had mastered the techniques of the manufacture of
interchangeable parts as it was developed by the New England clock makers
after the^Civil War. In addition, during these years Norton learned many
of the principles of mechanical design and actually created many public clocks
for Seth Thomas.
In 1886 Norton left Seth Thomas to join the Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing
Company in Providence, Rhode Island, as an assistant engineer. Norton
remained with Brown and Sharpe for only four years, but during this time he
became the company's chief engineer responsible for the design of cylindrical
grinding machinery. While with Brown and Sharpe Norton made the first of his
many contributions to machine grinding technology. In 1890 he became a
partner in a^Detroit machine tool company. In return for his services as the
company's chief designer of new machine tools, the company gave him a small
stock^interest. Norton remained in Detroit for five years during which time
he gained more valuable experience in the design of a wide range of machine
tools. In 1896 he returned to Connecticut and, after working briefly as a
mechanical engineer in Bridgeport, rejoined Brown and Sharpe.
According to Norton's Dictionary of American Biography biographer , it was,
"...during his second sojourn with the Providence firm that Norton formulated
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his principles of precision grinding that marked his most creative contribu
tions to the American machine tool industry,"1 Brown and Sharpe were not
receptive to Norton's new ideas and in 1900 he left them to form his own
firm, the Norton Company, in Worcester, Massachusetts. Norton headed the
company until 1919, when it merged with the Norton (no relation) Emery
Wheel Company. Norton served the new company as chief engineer of the
machinery division until he was in his eighties at which time be became a
consulting engineer. After forming his own company Norton began inventing
a steady stream of new grinding tools which found wide application in
American manufacturing and especially in the young automotive industry.
After selling his own company in 1919 Norton took up permanent residence
in Plainville, Connecticut, the town in which he had grown up. Norton
remained active until the end of his long life, dying on October 27, 1942,
at the age of ninety. He had witnessed and participated in the revolution
of American manufacturing techniques from the introduction of interchangeable
parts after the Civil War to precision, quality control mass production in
the 1940's.
WORK
In his History of the Grinding Machine: A Historical Study in Tools and
Precision Production, Robert S. Woodbury writes, "It was the vision and
skill of Charles Norton which made the grinding machine into a basic pro
duction machine capable of not only precision, but of rapid and economical
metal cutting." 2 Norton's most creative contributions to the technology
of the grinding machine and machine tools in general came during the period
1896 to 1900. During his years in Detroit Norton recognized that the new
automobile industry would require machine tools capable of turning out
large, precise parts such as crankshafts. When he returned to Brown and
Sharpe in 1896, Norton immediately began running tests on the existing
machines to discover why they were inadequate to heavy grinding. He
discovered two major faults. One was that the solid abrasive wheels were
not in perfect balance. The second fault was that the surface speed was
too great for the grades of wheel then in use. Norton made this latter
1 'William Greenleaf, "Charles H. Norton," Dictionary of American Biography,
Supplement Three, (New York, 1973), p. 562.
2 'Robert S. Woodbury, History of the Grinding Machine: A Historical Study
in Tools and Precision Production, (Cambridge, 1959), p. 10.
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discovery by placing chips under a microscope which quickly revealed that
the machine was putting most of its energy into melting the work piece
instead of into cutting it. Norton next set about inventing, first, a new
machine that would be big enough to handle large work pieces, second, wheels
that would grind the piece, and, third and most important, a process of
adjusting the machine so that it would continuously perform the desired,job
with the highest degree of precision. Norton was successful. He built a
new type grinding machine with a wide wheel into which the piece was fed
instead of the wheel transversing the piece. Norton thus invented "plundge
grinding." He then selected the desired wheels. Finally he invented the
basic principles of "dressing" the machine, i.e. resharpening the grinding
wheel at intervals and "truing" the wheel to make sure it was constantly in
perfect balance. According to the Dictionary of American Biography, with
these ideas Norton, "...developed the precision grinding machine from a
light production tool of limited capability to a heavy special-purpose
machine integral to modern industrial technology."^
After forming his own company in 1900 Norton began manufacturing his large
grinding machines, By 1910 his machines were found throughout industry.
Henry Ford, for example, installed thirty five of them in his now historic
Highland Park plant. In later years Norton continued to make important
improvements in the grinding machine transforming it into one of the most
precise and versitile of the machine tools. Norton held over 100 patents.
He also authored numerous papers for publications such as "American
Machinist." He wrote one book, Principles of Cylindrical Grinding (1917).
"What Norton had done," an historian of machine tools writes, "was to
demonstrate conclusively that grinding was a rapid, flexible, and economic
means of production." 4
3 'Greenleaf, p. 565
4

'Woodbury, p. 107.

